2005 f150 5.4 transmission

Click to see full answer Also asked, how many quarts of transmission fluid goes in a Ford f?
Subsequently, question is, what kind of transmission fluid does a Ford f take? The F is no
exception. Since there are five different engines that come in this vehicle, it is very important to
know which engine you have. The 3. The EcoBoost engines all need 6 quarts of 5W and, the 5. A
4R70W holds about quarts. If you are only dropping the pan you'll need quarts to refill. You'll
still have quarts in the trans that didn't get changed. To check your automatic transmission
fluid, follow these steps: Pull out the dipstick. With the gearshift in Neutral or Park and the
parking brake on, let your engine run. Check the fluid. Wipe the dipstick with a clean, lint-free
rag; then reinsert it and pull it out again. Amanda M. How to Change Transmission Fluid in a
Ford F Slide the jack under your F's rear and and crank its handle to raise the jack up. Jack the
rear end up and place jack stands beneath your rear frame. Locate the transmission fluid drain
plug. Allow all the fluid to empty into the drain pan. Open the hood of your F and pull the
transmission fluid dipstick out. You will need 6 quarts of oil for all 4. Ford also approves the use
of Motorcraft oil or any oil conforming to the API standards of excellence. According to the
manual, using 5W oil will ensure the best performance and longest life out of your engine. The
5. The early 5. Ford 5. The 2. They recommend SAE 5W for the direct-injection six cylinder. We'll
be using 5W for this oil change. Now that you're under the truck, grab a 15mm wrench and
locate the drain plug for your oil pan. You'll also want to make sure you have a proper catch for
the oil to drain out of your F Position the catch away from the plug because the oil will likely
come shooting out. The engine coolant capacity of the Triton is Including the filter, the
crankcase holds 7 quarts of oil. Ford recommends using synthetic blend oil with a weight of 5W
This engine comes with a bore of 3. It's recommended to get your transmission fluid changed
once every 30, to 60, miles-or, once every two to four years. The transmission fluid dipstick is
circled in red. Most Ford F trucks have the transmission dipstick located to the immediate left,
or on the passenger side. It looks like a bright yellow ring. However, newer truck models with
the 6R80 will have a hidden dipstick located on the actual transmission body. How many quarts
does a Ford f transmission take? Category: automotive pickup trucks. The 4R70W in the ''
Under normal circumstances, approximately 4. How do you check automatic transmission fluid?
To check your automatic transmission fluid, follow these steps:. Pull out the dipstick. How
many quarts of transmission fluid does a Ford Expedition take? How do you change the
transmission fluid on a Ford f? Slide the jack under your F's rear and and crank its handle to
raise the jack up. How many quarts does a Ford 4. What is the best oil for a Ford f? Oil Weight.
How much horsepower does a 5. Engine: 5. How much oil does a 3. Engine: Ford 3. What kind of
oil does my Ford f take? What kind of oil does a 3. How do you change the oil on a Ford F ? How
much oil do you put in a 5. What size engine is a 5. When should I change my transmission fluid
Ford f? What kind of transmission fluid goes in a Ford? How do you check the transmission
fluid on a Ford f? What kind of transmission is in a Ford f? Similar Asks. Popular Asks. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F The contact owns a
Ford F The contact was driving 60 mph uphill when the engine became hesitant and the
transmission would not downshift properly. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer for
inspection and the manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The vehicle was not
repaired. The failure and current mileage was 83, Lost forward low gears. Only has 57k miles.
Truck was always dealership serviced and maintained as recommended. No harsh weather
conditions experienced. No heavy towing done. Replaced with rebuilt transmission. Old part will
be made available. It happened very frequently and the check engine light finally came on so I
took it to the dealership for repair. I understand many others have had this issue. Prior to
repairing I stalled several times in the high speed lane and had to pull over to the left hand of
the 4 lane highway which I was fortunate not to be hit. This seems to be a very serious safety
issue. I own a Ford f 5. Unexpected failure of transmission caused by, as dealer stated, a
degradation of a bearing which came loose and became lodged in side of the transmission. I
replied to the Ford service manager does this mean that what caused the failure was a defective
part, he answered yes and gave me the quote for a new transmission. I have done some
research and have found over 6, cases of customers with same issue no towing, proper
maintenance intervals and documentation, etc. Upon acceleration our f excab makes a grinding
noise. Also, would not disengage from 4hi, had to stop and start a few times to get it to
disengage. Talked to Ford dealer here and he said if the grinding noise happens again bring it in
while it is happening so a mechanic can go for a ride. The problem is it is very sporadic and
probably won't happen when there is a mechanic in the truck. Within a few days the
transmission missed all shift points and went into neutral. Transmission was replaced by
extended warranty at dealership. No cause to failure was found. Vehicle rolled away with
transmission placed in park and key removed. Incident has happened 8 times and dealer

attempted repair 4 times, last repair is 17 Nov Unknown if it will work. Popping from rear-end at
slow speeds and shuttering at down shift on highway. Local dealer said rear pinion gear out of
alignment, and clutch packs were bad they had to order parts to fix the problems. Especially
noticeable in city traffic, whenever I slow down and then accelerate, there is a at least one or
more bumps or jerks seeming to come from the transmission or drive train. Ford won't do
anything about it. This is too major of a bump to not cause damage or problems later on. I
purchased f lariat from leif johnson Ford in austin oct I have been experiencing trouble with the
truck not wanting to come out of park. You can put your foot on the brake all day long and try to
push the button in to move the gear and nothing happens. I have been to the dealership 4 times
in the past month trying to resolve the problem. Last Friday they changed out the complete gear
shift thinking that was the problem and have the same problem on that Saturday and again , in
which I returned to Ford. Automatic transmission on Ford , goes into nuteral when you stop on
a hill and will roll backwards even though the truck is in drive or the truck will roll forward even
with the truck in reverse. The truck also goes into nuteral when going down a hill and you take
your foot off the gas. Transmission then clunks when goes back into gear. Also when tuck
down shifts when going up hill it seems to hit a dead space in the transmission. Was told this is
all normal by Ford reps. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic
Transmission problem 2. Automatic Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem
4. Automatic Transmission problem 5. Automatic Transmission problem 6. Automatic
Transmission problem 7. Automatic Transmission problem 8. Automatic Transmission problem
9. Automatic Transmission problem Other Power Train related problems of the Ford F Power
Train problems Power Train problems. Power Train Driveline problems. Driveshaft problems.
Transfer Case problems. Axle Assembly problems. Transmission Noise problems. Transmission
Gear Slipping problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems. Manual Transmission
problems. Transmission Solenoid problems. Transmission Slip Out Of Gear problems. We have
lots more on the site to show you. You've only seen one page. Check out this post which is one
of the most popular of all time. After seeing a candy apple red F that is in your price range and
meets all of the specifications you are looking for how sure can you be on what the sellers says
the engine size, rear end, and transmission is in this particular model? How do you know the
year, engine, engine size, rear end, and transmission of an F? The specifications for your F are
contained in various identifying codes located on the truck. These codes are used by the auto
industry to distinguish vehicles, with the characters in each code containing special information
about the vehicle. Knowing the specific construction of a vehicle, such as year, engine size, rear
end, and transmission are extremely important considerations when dealing with vehicles, and
you can never be too careful when buying or selling an F While the majority of vendors are
honest, there are a few bad apples out there who may go to any means necessary to conceal the
true history of a vehicle. In addition to being careful when buying a vehicle, you also want to
accurately represent your F when selling. How to know what size engine is in my F? The vehicle
identification number VIN is one of these. The VIN is a digit code that is like a birth certificate
and social security card for a vehicle rolled into one comprehensive identifier. The VIN should
be included in the proof of insurance or at the bottom of any reputable online listing if the
vehicle is for sale. If not, the VIN can be found by doing a manual inspection. The first three
digits are known as the world manufacturer identifier WMI , and here is how it breaks down. The
second character, in combination with the first, will reveal the specific country in which the
vehicle was made. Each manufacturer has a different character code for the third position of the
VIN, so you will want to check the Internet to discover what character your specific
manufacturer uses for its vehicle types. This should seem obvious to those familiar with Fs, and
if for some reason those first three characters do not match with what you thought was your F,
then there is a significant cause for concern, as the vehicle you are dealing with is most
definitely not what you thought. The fourth character reveals information about restraint types,
such as safety, braking, and suspension. If you have a special, heavy-duty truck with eight-lug
wheels or a towing package, this is the digit that will reveal this information. It may also indicate
a specific safety restraint, such as if the vehicle has special airbag considerations. For your
Ford F, the following fourth characters may be present, with the accompanying information
revealing what type of safety and towing restraints your vehicle has:. In addition to the different
restraint types revealed by each of the aforementioned characters, the fourth position in a VIN
will give details about towing capacity. In a Ford F, the L will be the most common fourth
character, indicating a towing capacity of around 10, pounds. The fifth character can identify
different body types and drive trains within the same overarching type of vehicle. The sixth and
seventh characters assist the fifth character in revealing additional information about the body
type. Combined, the fifth through seventh digits in the VIN can help you accurately determine
information such as engine size, driven wheels, body style, and similar factors. When dealing

with Fs, you may see one of the following combinations of fifth through seventh characters,
along with their significance:. The following can help break down the meaning of some of these
components revealed by characters five through seven in the VIN. This is a very important
number because some vehicles made in the same year can come with different engines to meet
the needs of different buyers. Looking at this number will tell you what kind of parts are needed
to service your specific engine. Depending on the year of your F, there is a wide array of
engines and engine sizes that may come in your F In general, the characters in the eighth
position of the VIN will denote the following engine configurations:. The eighth character in the
VIN reveals a lot more information about the engine that is too extensive to list here, so this
page can be used for reference. This would mean that the engine is a V6 GTDI gasoline
turbocharged direct injection engine that has 3. It runs on gasoline and has between and
kilowatts of power. This is a randomly generated compulsory digit for North American
manufactured vehicles, including the F It is used to detect invalid VINs. The number that
appears varies and is randomly generated by a complex mathematical formula developed by the
United States Department of Transportation. After using the world manufacturer identifier and
the vehicle descriptor section to pinpoint the construction of your F, the remaining eight
characters digits can be used to identify each specific vehicle and are known collectively as the
vehicle identifier section. The letters B through Y correspond to the model years from through ,
with the letters I, O, Q, U, and Z being omitted, as they are too easily confused with numbers.
The digits 1 through 9 correspond to the years through , respectively. The alphabet started over
once again in and will continue through For example, an F with a J in the tenth position of the
VIN will have been manufactured in either or It should be easy to tell, based on the eye test of
interior features and overall vehicle condition, which model is the and which is the F The
character in position 11 indicates the manufacturing plant where the F was assembled. This is
often viewed as an unimportant digit in the VIN, but it can be significant if you have a limited
edition vehicle, or, as is most likely in the case of your F, there is any type of recall that needs to
be traced back to a specific plant. Light trucks, like the F, will contain one of the following
characters in the 11th position, indicating the specific plant where the truck was made:. This is
a six-digit serial number that lets you know when the F was manufactured at a specific plant.
Most will use a starting production number of So, for example, when the last six characters of
the VIN are , it means that your F was the 23,th manufactured at the plant. If the Fs in a certain
series changed door handles at serial number and your F is serial number , your auto body
shop will then be very interested in these digits. This vehicle does not actually exist and is used
for illustrative purposes:. In addition to the VIN, there are multiple other codes located at
various points on the F that reveal even more specific information about your vehicle. Years
ago, these option codes were printed on pieces of paper that were stuffed into the seat springs.
In modern vehicles, these codes are generally printed on a sticker and placed in the glove
compartment or door jam. Ford may manufacture Fs of various differential ratios to meet the
needs of consumers. For example, a numerically lower ratio may be desirable to an owner who
prioritizes fuel economy in his or her F A numerically higher ratio may be beneficial to those
who are willing to sacrifice fuel economy for increased horsepower and hauling capacity. After
locating the truck safety compliance certification label on the door pillar, you will want to match
the two-digit code in the axle box to the corresponding rear axle ratio. The following are some
common codes for the Ford F In addition to these basic axle ratios, some Fs will come equipped
with a limited-slip or locking differential. When this is the case, the following codes will be
displayed:. The ratio with the higher revolution of the engine will be able to pull greater loads;
thus, the need for some special locking rear ends that prevent slippage during towing. It is
vitally important to know the differential ratio of your F because it will help you determine its
towing capacity. However, two identical Fs with different axle ratios are capable of pulling
substantially different amounts. For example, an F with a 3. It is important to know the axle ratio
before attempting to pull too large of a load and permanently damaging the drivetrain of your F
Many people mistakenly think that the transmission for their vehicle is either automatic or
manual, with nothing in between. However, there are many different makes and styles within
these two categories, with different Fs requiring different transmissions and transmission fluids
to meet the needs of their specific models. How to know what transmission is in my Ford F?
Fortunately, there are ways to know which specific transmission your F uses. Much like with the
rear end information regarding your F, there is a special code that can help you identify exactly
what transmission the vehicle contains. Some common transmission codes for Fs include:.
Luckily, your F is manufactured with many valuable codes that can help you verify all of the
specifics of your truck. The vehicle identification number VIN is among the most important of
these. As this is such an important code, be very skeptical of vehicles that have had the VIN
tampered with. The rear end and transmission information are also included in valuable option

codes, located on the truck safety compliance certification label in the door pillar. If, for some
reason, these codes have faded, been removed, or become unreadable in any way, take your F
to your local Ford dealer to try and get more information as to how to identify the specifics of
your truck. Hi I'm Josh and I'm a huge pickup enthusiast. I started this website in in order to
share all my projects and custom mod tips that I've done with my own Ford F The new Land
Rover navigation update is out now. The links below will take you through to the lowest
possible prices and best deals on official GPS maps. To see the latest prices, click the link On
this page you can find links which take you through to the lowest possible prices and best deals
on official GPS maps. To see Skip to content. Before you go, check this out! Continue Reading.
If you are driving a Ford F , or if you are planning to purchase one, then it is important that you
review reported Power Train Automatic Transmission problems and defects. Total reports: I
Have A f With A 5. Is This Normal. Vehicle was not using Cruise Control. May 13, Mileage was 5
miles. Original Owner. Vehicle was purchased on Vehicle was using Cruise Control. Apr 18, Aug
01, Sept 07, Mileage was miles. Nov 08, July 05, Oct 01, Jan 11, Dec 01, Dec 18, Please Help A
Consumer! Thanks Jim Smith. Jan 21, May 15, Unknown If It Will Work. Nov 16, Feb 22, Feb 01,
Apr 15, The C
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ontact Owns A ford f The Contact Owns A ford F The Purchase Date Was Unknown. Mileage
was 8 miles. Aug 16, Feb 17, Nov 10, Also A Bad Brake Shimmy. Told Normal! No Help From
ford At All! June 03, Transmission Failed While Driving. Truck Only Has 49, Miles. Dec 16, The
Failure Mileage Was 64, Aug 25, I Own A ford F 5. Nov 18, Original Flywheel Broken. Dec 20, Jan
15, Lost Forward Low Gears. Only Has 57k Miles. No Harsh Weather Conditions Experienced.
No Heavy Towing Done. Replaced With Rebuilt Transmission. June 04, The Vehicle Was Not
Repaired. July 26, Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website
in this browser for the next time I comment. Ford Problems. Dec 18, Please Help A Consumer!
Apr 15, The Contact Owns A ford f Feb 17, 5. June 03, Transmission Failed While Driving. Aug
25, I Own A ford F 5. Nov 18, Original Flywheel Broken. June 04, The Contact Owns A ford f Go
to mobile version. More Info. Popular Pages Home. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy.

